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Pre-Investigation 

Before we arrived at the pub Elaine gets the name Annie. 

While we was having a walk around and taking pictures Steph was taking pictures of the trigger object 

that she had set up, Elaine was standing next to her and something black moved on the bar there was 

only Steph and Elaine in the bar at the time. 

Data Logger: Before the investigation started Richard set up a data logger (temperature, humidity and 

dew point) in the box room. Results from this will be shown at the end of this document. 

Trigger Objects: Elaine set up 2 trigger object on a piece of paper in the back room. 

Equipment Used 

Digital cameras 

Dictaphone 

El-USB data logger 

Camcorder 

EMF meter 

Séance 

The séance was very active, with at various times, there was constant feeling of pain in various places 

including Richard’s left shoulder. Richard also had pain in his back like someone was barging through 

and his left elbow when standing next to the Box Room. Through out the séance Richard had the 

feeling as there was someone behind him watching then moving on through. 

During the séance Elaine had a cold breeze on the left side of her face. After a while Elaine had to sit 

down, Steph or Marion asked if anyone was locked away in the building a white orb came from the 

kitchen past Elaine’s knee’s and into the hallway. Elaine gets the name George.  

Vigil 1: Main Bedroom – 03:05 to 03:35 

03:08 Soon after starting the vigil Richard has a feeling of the walls “closing in” and his heart 

pounding for around 60 seconds, before calming down. 

03:11 Elaine was doing some scrying her face started to change to a man’s, he had short brown hair, 

flat nose and aged between late 40s early 50s. 

03:13 Richard keeps hearing a chiselling/grinding noise on the wall that connect to the Main 

Bedroom. 

03:15 Richard try’s some scrying but nothing is seen. 

03:17 Elaine picks up on the name George again and feels that he is the man that could not talk during 

the séance. 

03:25 Elaine can hear a woman humming. 
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03:31 As Elaine was sitting on the bed she clearly hears Richard’s name being called when she asked 

Richard he said that he didn’t hear it. 

Vigil 2: Bedroom 2 – 03:45 to 04:20 

03:53 Richard senses a small sized woman, rather scrawny, near the door, a grey tinted shadow 

peering around the door for a moment. 

03:55 Elaine gets the image of a woman in Victorian dress, well to do. 

04:01 Elaine feels drunk and light-headed. 

04:10 Richard has a slight dull pain in his ribcage again, also feeling of his head feeling numb. 

04:15 Elaine gets the impression of a young girl being pushed down the stairs of the cellar. 

Vigil 3: Cosy Bar – 04:50 to 05:20 

04:54 Two loud bangs are heard, could have been from another team or around the bar area. Quite 

audible! After investigating it turns out to the ice machine. 

05:00 Elaine can she a figure of a man standing behind the bar, then sitting by the fireplace and gets 

the name Joseph (Joe). 

05:08 As Elaine was looking at the bar a grey figure was standing by the door then disappeared to the 

floor. 

05:10 Richard is feeling rather relaxed and quite jovial at this point. 

05:12 Elaine can hear footsteps walking across the floor. 

Vigil 4: Big Bar – 05:30 to 06:00 

05:40 Elaine could see the same man from the other bar standing and leaning over the pumps on the 

bar. 

05:42 Richard sense another small woman at the top end of the bar, on the raised area, on the left-hand 

side near the fruit machine. A few more small clicking sounds were heard coming from over 

that side. 

05:50 After the last vigil Richard’s left leg was cold for about 7 to 8 minutes after this it was fine. 

05:53 Richard see a small block of light appear in the far end of the bar in the raised area. 

Experiments 

Glass experiment: Richard and other team members took part in a glass experiment to try and contact 

the spirits in the building, but with little success. Despite some laughter here and there nothing 

happened to the glass except making a small spin on the spot and slightly pulling away from Richard. 

Crystal Experiment: Elaine goes through the alphabet and gets the name Alice, she is 8 years old and 

has a limp, Alice was pushed down the cellar stairs. Elaine asks who pushed you and the crystal didn’t 

move. Elaine feels that Alice’s death was not a accident and that her family was embarrassed of her 

disability. 
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Vigil 5: Cellar – 07:15 to 07:45 

07:27 Richard has the feeling of apprehension, and a feeling of being boxed in, but that could be the 

surroundings.  

07:31 When Elaine looks up she sees a woman in a grey dress standing next to Richard for about 10 

seconds then disappears  

 Richard sees a patch of light appear under the stairs, flickering then disappears. 

07:45 Richard feels quite calm in the cellar. 

Post-Investigation 

Trigger Objects: None had moved. 

Data Logger: The data logger results are shown below. 

On the results the rapid rise at the end is due to the data logger being moved. Generally results 

remained fairly constant apart from a slow fall in temperature from the start as the room cooled. Just 

before 06:00 the temperature starts to rise again as if the heat had come on. One thing which can not be 

explained is the rise in humidity just after 02:30. Prior to this the humidity had been falling and 

continued to fall after the glitch. 
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